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2005-04-01-rv7Got a call late yesterday afternoon from Roadway wanting to deliver the
the crate from Van's on thursday. With the road posted for six tons
during mud season and the driveway a tad gooey in spots...and not quite
having turn around space for a tractor trailer it was time to quickly
put together plan B.
I arranged for the truck to deliver the finishing
kit to a business in the center of Canaan.
John Babiarz brought his
dump truck over and we sat on the park bench in the center of town and
yak'd til the orange truck came rumbling through town. When he parked
accross the street from the Post Office we figured it was just as easy
to back the dump truck up to the trailer and offload the crate.
Worked
slick. Slicker yet was John's idea for a simple ramp off the tailgate
of the dump truck to slide the crate down onto the garage floor. Van's
did there usual excellent job of packing everything safely into the
crate and we finished inventorying the parts this evening.
Sure looks
like a lot of fine detail work to fit that Canopy!....Pretty quick turn
around that shipping. Van's shipped it on the 23'rd and we received it
on the 31'st.

2005-04-02-rv7Yesterday (April 1) I machined all the hinge parts using some simple cnc
drilling programs to put all the holes on the parts in the right..and
same...place. The payoff for the machining excercise was in the ease of
getting all the holes in the fusalage drilled so the hinge parts all fit
nicely aligned.
I had previously drilled and dimpled some of the
brackets to the skin and it was hoot to have the final drilling go
smoothly with no "woop's" as to hole locations. It will be a while
before I finally cleco and drill the canopy skin to the frame but I was
encouraged by the sneak peak clecoing of the parts to do a test fit up.

2005-04-03-rv7Took a trip to home depot to find some metal cutting cutoff disks to try
them to cut the 1/16 and 1/8 slots in the canopy release parts.
Machined up a simple disk holder to put in the mill to grind the slots.
Worked well on the release handle itself, now for the two other steel
tubes.
The trip to home depot in Concord was interesting, with the
spring flooding I was able to get a couple rinse cycles on getting the
salt off the undercarriage of the car. Come On Spring!....

2005-04-04-rv7Finished the mechanism to allow for pulling a handle in the cockpit to
release the canopy hinge pins per Van's plans. I had to tweak a couple
of parts to remove some interferences, but otherwise if you machine the
parts per the plans you're all set. The cut off wheel adaptor for use
in the mill worked like a charm for making the pin actuator push rods.
Definitely the way to go for machining those parts.
Did some recon work on cutting the slot in the side of the fusalage for
the opening mechanism. I really really only want to do it right the
first time when it comes time to cutting a slot in that nice sheetmetal
side.

2005-04-05-rv7One of the key and worrisome tasks is putting the two 1/8" inch slots in
the side of the fusalage for the handle used to open the canopy.
There
was no way I was going to drill a bunch of holes and wittle away with a
file. The solution I came up with was to use an 1/8 inch end mill
attached to my Milwaukee router. There was only a little hitch.
The
router has a 1/4 inch and a 1/2 inch collet. My preferred end mill size
for my antique J-head 1957 Bridgeport is 3/8". Hmm. I considered
making a collet for the router with I loathed doing as making any type
of collet is a royal pain and rarely works out. So, I put my indexer on
the mill, chucked up the 3/8 end mile and put my cupped grinding wheel
adapter in the Bridgeport's spindle. (My version of the poor man's tool
and cutter grinder). It was kind of comical to have the cnc controller
running the table to move the end mill under the grinding wheel while I
spun the spindle by hand.
Whatever it takes.
After a little
fiddling we had the end mill ground down to a 1/4 inch shank.
Next, to
clamp a rail to the router and route out the slots. Worked slick. Only
have to clean up the ends of the slot with a file. How people get by
without there own machine shop has always been a mystery to me....
I must say I was a bit nervous when I fired up the router's spindle to
mill the first slot. A router can do a heck of a lot of damage in no
time at all if the spindle gets away from you!....been there...done
that...and sure as all get up did not to have a "woops" on the that
pretty fusalage skin!

2005-04-06-rv7Yesterday we finished the fabricating and fitting of the canopy latch
hardware. Van's calls for use of a template to drill the holes and cut
the slot. We only used the template to cut the slots. The stiffener
holes were drilled on the mill, the spacing is 1-21/64 inch based on a
scaling of the print. This procedural change results in a nice STRAIGHT
line of rivet holes. No matter how careful you are trying to spot holes
by hand you are going to wander all over the place. Predrilling the
stiffeners allows for there use a drill guide. The final drilling of
the stiffeners to the fusalage was done with the mechanism in place and
spacers added to the assembly to simulate the tape used on final
assembly to keep the components from getting scratched during use.
Aluminum on aluminum is an invitation to gauling.

2005-04-07-rv7The gap seal angles which attach to the fusalage are here being drilled
today. They were part of the fuslage kit and I fabricated the angles
months ago but waited until we had the finishing kit in hand to take a
peek at everything before I committed to drilling them to the
bulkhead(s). Likewise I'm clecoing the canopy frame and checking
everything before I commit to getting the airdrill out.
Van's called
for either filing or using a belt sander to take care of some springback
issues on the welded frame that forms the front of the canopy.
I filed
the problem parts by hand as a belt sander and aluminum is an
inventation to take way to much material off in the blink of an eye.
Besides, filing is relaxing and like walking let's you do something
rather mindless while you think of other issues.....

2005-04-08-rv7Friday I drilled the canopy skin to the complicated weldment that forms
the bulk of the frame for the canopy assembly. Brian who is also
building a RV-7A in my EAA chapter warned me about problems with fitting
and drilling the canopy frame. To make sure the tube got drilled in the
right place I drew lines on the skin for reference. I also found
clamping the splice plate etc. in place helped to eliminate the the
wrestling match with parts that can occur.
When I finished the
drilling there were only 2 holes on each side that will require shims
between the skin and the 7/16 inch tube that forms the rear of the
weldment.
I found using a welder type visegrip type clamp helped to
make sure the skin was against the tube when the holes were drilled.
The key to success here seems to be to use a lot of clamps and work slowly.

2005-04-09-rv7Didn't do much on the plane today, it was absolutely beautiful out
today. Accordingly, Cathy and I packed up Kaz and went to the White
mountains. We have a 6-7 mile round trip hike we like to do that runs
along an old logging railroad line with a steady and slight climb. At
the end of it there is a footbridge accross the river. This year when
we got to the foot bridge we found the Ice Jam (now gone) had damaged
the bridge and pushed it about two feet from it's usual location on two
masonry pilings. Couldn't resist doing a little work on the plane in
the afternoon and drilled the holes for the splice plates for the
canopy. I have pretty much decided to fabricate all the small parts and
other details for the canopy and clamp everything together as a trial
run before committing to drilling the hinge brackets.
I would hate to
think I have the canopy frame in the right place, drill the hinge holes
and then get a nasty surprise later while finishing the frame structure
and attaching the canopy!

2005-04-10-rv7There is a pair of small wedges used to stiffen the canopy frame
assembly. I dreaded using a belt sander to produce the wedge. After
scrounging my spare material stock I settled on machining the wedges
from the solid using a piece of angle. Basically then you just have to
mill the wedge with the angle tipped appropriately in the vise and use
the material itself to suppor itself during maching. The machining
order is important: (1) flycut the wedge angle, (2) drill the holes to
match with the C-613 previously nc drilled ( :) ) (3) mill the
wedges to the required width then (4) cut them to length. You then only
need a little belt sanding on the ends and deburring.

2005-04-11-rv7Drilled the splice plate that holds the to aft canopy arch pieces
together (F-631-A Channels) and did a trial fit up of all the components
for the canopy frame. I still have not drilled the hinge locations.
Stripped everything down and deburred the WD-716 canopy frame. I like
to use a file to get rid of the tool and shear marks on all the edges.
It was a nice spring New Hampshire day to debur holes and file edges:
It was sunny to the point of getting a sunburn while having to wear a
coat to avoid hypothermia. :)
I decided to prime the canopy frame to
make sure there was primer between all the surfaces before I riveted the
frame together at the spice plate and hinge brackets. Then I'll put
everything back together for the final fit up and drilling of the hinge
holes.

2005-04-12-rv7I figure if Kelly Johnson could build the F-80 shooting star prototype
in a tent...riveting off the wood stove is an acceptable work
environment. Besides the work height was perfect. The real fun today
was doing the checking, checking, tweaking and checking before drilling
the canopy hinge. My approach was different than Van's proceedure in
that I clamped the aft end of the canopy frame in a position simulating
the height it is at when finished and then gingerly unclecoed the front
top skin and clamped the hinge parts together.
Then it was just a
matter of running an undersize drill through the hinge blocks to serve
as a drill jig. With a pilot hole drilled then you just run the 1/4
ream through to set the final hinge hole location.
I then took
everything back apart and reconfigured the drill press so I could then
locate the 1/4 ream in the hole, clamp everything in place and then
drill/ream out to the 3/8 bore, then just press the bushings in place
and ...voila...done.
This approach avoids drill walking and drilling
at an angle inherent in using just a hand drill. The first stage
drilling and reaming uses the thick side of the fusalage blocks as a
drill jig and the drill press setup maintains a straight hole. This is
a variation on the approach I used to drill and ream the hole in the
rear spar of the wings.
Killed the hole day on the hinge drilling and reaming but the results
paid off.
Only oops was some minor interference (too good a fit)
between the skins just above the hinge and I had to use an 0.020 shim to
lift the canopy skin.

2005-04-13-rv7Started with a quickie piece of tooling to line the holes up on the side
rails. I initially pieced the parts together and eyeballed the fit for
a quick check. That was a good exercise in seeing how much trouble you
can get in if you check everything. What I found helped systematically
set up the parts for drilling was to start with the two ribs forming the
arch. I scaled the print to figure out the theoretical position of the
ribs to the side rails and started with that as a starting point. Set
the ribs to 3/8 inch above side of the fusalage and inboard by 5/32. I
also used a straight edge to get the side rails in line. Once I worked
out all the positions and clamps to hole everything the drilling was
then fairly straight forward. By the end of the day I had completed all
the necessary drilling and now it's debur dimple/countersink prime and
rivet the framework together to the point of starting to fit the
plexiglass.
I didn't expect the canopy frame to work out to where I would be
drilling it today.

2005-04-14-rv7I like to use a file to remove the shear marks from parts rather than
just relying on a scotchbrite wheel to inhibit fatigue cracks. The
parts for the canopy frame by evening are hanging in the back room to
cure. We should be able to rivet the frame together tomorrow and
possibly take a first peak at the canopy plexiglass on the fusalage.
Have a tooling issue to look into for doing some forming on the canopy
stiffener's that come with the tip up option.

2005-04-15-rv7"When life looks like easy street, there is danger at your door"
John's Band, the Greatful dead.

Uncle

It was one of those days...the riveting went so....nice....and then
uh-oh...the one tab is on the wrong side of the assembly....arg!...
okay...drill em out and re-do em right this time BOZO!.... I use a
scrap barrel for a short barrel'd M16 to back up the rivet being punched
out and after drilling the head off whack it with punch using a quick
snapping motion with the hammer...takes a little practice but when you
do about 10,000 rivets or so you occasionally get to work on the ah
shucks...skills...(Important safety tip: don't own one of these barrels
if you only own and AR15...) :).
The end result came out pretty good and I'm happy with it.
Then it was
onward and upward to figure out how to wrestle the canopy plexiglass
into the house. I figure with it on the dining room table adjacent to
the wood stove we can crank up the heat to do the initial trimming Van's
calls for.
Wish us luck on the trimming and fitting.

2005-04-18-rv7I''m starting off slowly on the canopy. My first trimming was just of
the flash outside the clamping area used to form the canopy. Learned
that you can peal back some of the coating and trim it away from the cut
area using masking tape to seal the edge. This way you do not get any
particles stuck under the vinyl and you also inhibit the vinyl from
peeling back. Cathy and I put it on the plane just to get are
bearings. The front is now taped and marked for cutting. I want to
think about it a little more.
Van's calls for cutting plexiglass at 75-80 degrees.
room up to 80 with the wood stove.

I got the dining

2005-04-19-rv7Light day Tuesday, I committed to doing the trimming of the front
the canopy. I found you can use these scotchbrite pads (green) to
the edges and remove the nicks inherent in the cutting process.
and toasty in the house at 85 degrees...the dog wanted out and the
cat just loved sprawling out on the floor.

of
round
Nice
one

It was a light day in part because I was sort of tied to the bathroom in
preparation for a colonoscopy. Since I'm 50 my doctor suggested it as a
screening tool. I thoroughly support the concept of the test and and
everybody at Dartmouth Hitchcock was great: I fell asleep while they
were prepping and didn't wake up until I was back in the recovery
area.
The real hard part is drinking the solution the day before etc.
to clean you out. All clear on the test, still before you do it you do
get some anticipation anxiety of wondering what the then unknown results
will be.
Sure beats getting some really bad news by waiting till
you're in your 60's or 70's....

2005-04-20-rv7Van's plans calls for tweaking the transition area at the front corners
of the canopy plexiglass/frame contact point. My strategy was to
continue the bend line based on the front weldment.
Bending the tab
for the plexi transition was a bit of a pain, It takes a lot of umph
and you do not have a good set up to work with. I found the welding
clamps with the flat faces could be improvised into working as
mini-seaming plyers. At this juncture, early in the day I had the front
of the canopy pretty much initially trimmed....now for the back...

I used the rear of the canopy's initial trim as a warm up for ultimately
splitting the canopy into it's front and rear half. What I found to be
more accurate, easier, and less likely to loose track of my line was to
strip the vinyl adjacent to the intended cut, then mark the plexiglass
directly with a sharpy.
I then tape with masking tape just short of
the cut line and use the masking tape to secure the vinyl down so no
chips get burrowed in underneath and cause scratches or gouges later.
You have to be careful even with the vinyl coating on,
I scratched the
vinyl when I flipped the canopy over for some trim work, luckily I
didn't scratch the plexi. It was a wake up call and I've put a
protective pad on the top of the canopy.
Getting ready for the splitting I found you have an interesting parallax
problem lining up the line with the line on the roll bar, Since they
are seperated by a 1/4 inch you have to keep yourself lined up along the
line so to speak. I started with a bunch of dots then went over them
with a ruler to draw the line. By the end of the day we had the canopy
marked and taped for the canopy split the boundaries approximated for
the rear window....

2005-04-21-rv7Cutting the canopy. Turned out to be a non-event. What made the final
cut almost trivial was the plywood and stiff cardboard (from the
shipping crate) bulkheads I cut using the rollbar as a template. I
figured the canopy would become a wiggling mess and invite problems if I
didn't stiffen the two sections prior to cutting them. I've always
figured out a lot of technical and tooling problems in my sleep and this
idea was no exception. I first tried making a stiffener out of 1/4
diameter steel rod but concluded it was too flimsy. Duct taping the
temporary bulkheads about 2 inches from the cut line worked great. I
also supported the overhanging end of the rear window with widges to
keep the stresses down and avoid problems with binding. Finally I duct
taped the cut as I went along to keep the pieces together until the end
to keep from wedging the cut line and risk generating a crack.

I've left the side skirt trimming until after the canopy was cut.
Now to prep for the cuts. Peeling back the vinyl and taping adjacent
to the cut lines works well here as you can use a sharpy to mark the
cut line on canopy frame and look through the canopy to mark your
lines

The easist way I could come up with for cutting the bottom edge was to
stand the canopy vertically and cut it vertically, using my shoulder as
an occasional steady rest. Cathy had fun taking some close ups of the
cutter in action.
Now for some of the final trim work. The canopy
sits very nicely against the roll bar now. Normally I only take a few
pictures during the day but as the canopy is a key piece of work on the
plane we took something like 37 pictures throughout the day.

2005-04-22-rv7-

Friday I got the canopy to about it's final trim state. I found it
useful to take the front skin off so you can develop the trim lines
on the front of the canopy consistent with the surfaces of the
underlying weldment. Note the weldment starts off as a vertically
oriented triangular section which then transitions to the rounded
section over the top of the fusalage. This transition and flat area
makes clecoing and drilling the shit to the lower edges difficult due
to the significant springback force put out by the sheet.
I elected to use my home made break to bend in the the transition
line to follow the surfaces of the weldment. When you do this the
sheet fits much easier and has a nicer fit on the canopy frame. With
the canopy and sheet trimmed and the break line in the sheet the
required fitting for the canopy to pass through the "ears" on the
sheet becomes a bit more obvious.
I found so far most of the "ear"
fitting can be accomplished with a duct taped bucking bar foot and a
few raps of a mallet.
I'll file the final contour later.

2005-04-28-rv7Been a little under the weather with a cold....so...good time to get
some Spring Cleaning done.
Now that I can get in the shop without having to use a shovel I moved
things around and lo and behold the cowling just fits on the fusalage.
Accoringly the moose mascot is getting a little closer to the door.
I have ordered the special drills needed to drill plexiglass. I did
some experiments with the scrap pieces and yep, a regularly ground drill
"dinner plates" the surface where the drill exits.
By diner plating I
meen the surface gets a plate like chip to fracture away at the suface,
(an ice climbing term for what happens with water ice when you use an
ice tool and get lousy placements).
Ground a 1/4 and 5/16 drill to
plexiglass specifications and you get a nice burrless hole.
Still,
I'll wait for the drills to arrive that have been ground on a properly
equiped tool and cutter grinder as to do things right I would have to
take my Bridgeport's head out of square with the table and that means
spending quite some time fiddling with a dial indicator to re-square the
head.
Besides, there is the few odd drilling and riveting tasks yet to
do before drilling the canopy to the frame.

2005-04-29-rv7Details, details. After tweaking the rib positions to get the fit just
right with the canopy it was time to finally drill the splice plate.
I
took advantage of the NC drilling of the plate to put it on the front
side, drill the holes and cleco it in place on the back side where it
belongs.
I originally was thinking of making a huge dimple like die to
do the shallow stiffener formation around the 2 inch holes on the canopy
stiffeners.
Van's suggestion to use a wooden block, cut a notch in it
and do them by hand works just fine....take your time and don't try to
do the full bend all in one shot. With that done, I found using some
short sections of wood worked fine to pinch and hole the various tabs so
you can bend them into position. Takes a little fidling with getting
the angles close enough for clamping and then drilling.
I found it was
better to drill the stiffener to the canopy frame, put the assembly back
on the fusalage, and then drill the stiffener to the skins in place. I
have a couple holes yet to do but boy those three little pieces of
sheetmetal sure stiffen up the assembly.

2005-04-30-rv7-

Finished drilling the holes for the stiffeners and canopy
frame/skin. Since I NC drilled the six little clasps called for in
the plans to tie up the notched stiffener webs I can interchange them
with one another after everything is prepped for final riveting.
(i.e. I won't have to individually mark the little rascals and thier
respective locations.

2005-05-01-rv7Sunday we did some milling of small parts such as this clip used to
connect the rudder cable to the rudder pedals. This shot is of a simple
milling fixture featuring cleco's to hold the part in place while the
radius is milled.
Also fabricated a matching splice plate to augment
the C-704 plate which ties the two arching ribs at the back of the
canopy together. Tooling holes in the arched ribs used to form the ribs
at Van's interfere with the location of a pair of holes on the C-704
splice plate so I have put an additional plate in front of the assembly
which also covers the small gap between the ribs.
Also drilled the
C-608 block which is attached to the arched ribs to hold the safety
catch lever.
The only other small part milling work left seems to be
the parts to mount the canopy struts.

2005-05-02-rv7Probably killed half a day figuring out which holes in the bulkhead were
ripe for rivets today. The bulkhead associated with the rear spar has
had a lot of misc. holes to fill for quite some time and today I double
checked before riveting the arm rest and a couple other odds and ends.
There is an angle tucked under the upper section of the bulkhead the
plans call for riveting AFTER the side skins are riveted.
I am going
to pull the angle and relieve the areas for the skin rivet heads
slightly, still you have to wait until you can finally rivet the side
skins in the area before finising riveting the angle into place.
This
is an example of a rivet trap: do them too soon and you'll get stuck later.
About six this evening I took the picture of the young moose browsing.
Looks like a young moose who "mom" has just sent packing for the first
time to live on it's own.
Unfortunately the yuppies from Dartmouth are starting to find Canaan and
the area where the moose on Talbert Hill in Canaan will probably be
subdivided now that Mrs. Talbert recently passed away.

2005-05-03-rv7Never did find the clamps for the fuel lines so I ordered some from
Aircraft spruce.....then a couple hours later found them in a bag
labelled "cotter pins" which felt a bit bulky for carter pins. Oh well
now I'll have extra in a couple days. Started doing some of the final
rivetting up front for the platenuts to secure the cable clamps. Would
have been a tad easier if I'd done this before the bulhead was
installed.
Did a little tail chasing in the evening to find the
instructions for installing the air ducts onto the fusalage side skins.
Tore the house apart and when all hope was lost...it was right were is
was supposed to be in the first place.... I was organized once....but
it didn't last long!...
The tail is back on the fusalage to scope out fitting the fiberglass
fairing....so I have to watch what I put on the dresser now that Anna
can get up there for night watchmen duties.

2005-05-04-rv7Decided to bite the bullet and rivet the forward bulkheads in place
prior to drilling the canopy. Not the easiest riveting but I can see
installing the top skin later will be an interesting experience. Have
remasked and installed the canopy for drilling but held off as I want to
check the fit a bit before drilling. Looks like the frame may need a
shim. I have it taped at the front a bar of steel clamped at the back
keeps the fore/aft alignment in place,
You move one thing and
everything else move out of alignment unless you backstop the position.
The clamped steel bar on the back of the roll bar worked very well at
controlling the location wiggling.

2005-05-05-rv7Boy, sure glad a I bought a full set of plexiglass drills to experiment
with.....I used only one...the 1/8 inch drill to drill the plexiglass
for the canopy to the frame.
Tricky in that you run the 1/8 plexi
drill and then have to take everything apart, put your regular drill bit

in and then drill the aluminum....debur....then cleco everything back
together and check the fit.
I experimented with a 5/32 plexi bit to
open the hole up for the 6-32 screws using some scrap plexiglass. What
a disaster that was! The plexiglass bit releif on the back side of the
cutting surface is so great the drill grabs and drives faster than a
regular bit and dinner plates the back side of the hole...i.e. a big
engraved invitation to a CRACK!. Argh.... so we did some experimenting
and found you can run the 1/8 plexi hole....done that.... then counter
sink the outside edge to fit the screw head.......and with a second
piloted countersink and countersink cage I set up to countersink the
back side....just a little bit to break the sharp edge left from the 1/8
bit and leave some chamfer in the material if I run a conventional #27
drill through the hole.
Just to make things safer I stoned the #27
drill to get rid of the positive rake angle...i.e. take some of the bite
out of the drill.
Worked like a charm.
Seriously anyone thinking of
double drilling with drills ground for plexiglass should run some tests
first then rethink there approach.
Other than the fact I had to use washers for shims on some parts of the
frame it came out really nice. Boy that sucker is heavy and I can see
why they put gas struts to help lift the canopy.
It's getting to be spring and Kaz and Woody the cat are getting
"frisky"....That plothound/lab just loves to "play" with ol woodster!
So far all the critters have been behaving the plane room....

2005-05-06-rv7Taking my time on the rear window Friday. Have the rear of the canopy
trimmed nice and hopefully we can get the rear window to match.

2005-05-07-rv7Finished the initial drilling of the back window and the
countersinking/dimpling of the rear edge. The procedure I have been
using is to set one countersink cage to the countersink depth for the
screw/sheetmetal and one for chamfering the inside edge slightly to
remove the stress riser. At this point what's left is the
countersinking on the roll bar, and the trimming for the line between
the canopy and the rear window and the internal aluminum strips to
finish securing the rear window.

2005-05-08-rv7Finished the basic countersinking and hole prepping for the rear window
and then the initial trimming to get about a 1/32 inch gap between the
canopy and the rear window.
Cathy got first dibs on sitting in it with
the canopy on. It sure gets warm under that canopy. Time to start
working on the gas strut mounts to hole the canopy open.

2005-05-09-rv7The ejector rods for pulling the pins on the canopy hinge were both
machine 1/2 too short...i.e. speedy blueprint reading on my part. So I
ordered some new steel tubing from aircraft spruce and got to make a
second set.

20050510rv7
Back making small parts for the lift struts for the canopy. Had an
interesting EAA Chapter meeting this evening with a presentation from
an engineer who worked on the Garmin glass cockpit display's attitude
reference system.
Speaking of attitude reference systems: a little while back I
received the following info on a new system developed in Europe:
Subject:Xsens releases new MTi Attitude/Heading sensor
From:"Casper Peeters" <casper@xsens.com>
Date:Thu, 14 Apr 2005 16:59:58 +0200
To:"Cobbin Philip" <cobbin@cobbin.com>
Dear Mr. Philip,
We are pleased to inform you about the release of the MTi, the
world's smallest Attitude and Heading Reference System. The MTi is
the successor of Xsens' MT9 Inertial Measurement Unit and its main
improvement is the internal computation and direct output
> of the Pitch, Roll and Heading angles with 0.5 degree accuracy.
>
> The MTi will be released at the Sensor + Test tradeshow, to be held
>
>
>
>
>

from May 10-12 in Nurnberg, Germany.
Together with the MTi, we introduce the even smaller MTx 3DOF
Orientation Tracker for human motion measurement. Please, visit
http://www.xsens.com/mti_ahrs.htm or contact me for more info about

> the MTi.
>
> Best regards, Casper Peeters
>
>
-------------------------------------------------------------------->
> For more information about Sensor + Test, please visit:
> http://www.xsens.com/index.php?mainmenu=company&submenu=tradeshows
>
>
--------------------------------------------------------------------> Casper Peeters
> Xsens Technologies B.V.
> www.xsens.com
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

postal address:
P.O. Box 545
7500 AM Enschede
the Netherlands
phone: +31 (0)53 4836444
fax: +31 (0)53 4836445

20050511rv7
Wednesday was a field trip day!. Dino Vlahakis our EAA chapter's
flight advisor came by for a visit and we went over to the grass
runway at Plymouth NH to visit Bill Grady, a retired airline pilot
and his RV-7 which is nearing completion. Bill has previously built
a very nice RV-6 back in the days when you had to layout and then
drill all the holes. I won't bore everyone with samples of my 40 odd
intel shots of Bill's RV-7 or the brand spanking new as of May 1,
2005 RV-9 parked on the grass awaiting inspection to get an
airworthiness certificate by Mr. Malcomb Brawm of Hebron NH. Those
RV's just keep popping up, what a great airplain kit!

2005-05-12-rv7finally finished the small parts to mount the gas struts to hole the
canopy open. Took about two days of fiddling to machine all the parts
and a drill jig to set the position of the front mounts. Funny thing
happened after I drilled everything and installed the struts: The gap
between the canopy and rear window opened up!... those struts do a lot
of prying on a cleco'd assembly and even more when you do not have the
front top skin cleco'd on.
Upshod: you do not want those gas struts
anywhere near the fusalage while you are fitting up the skirts etc.
until everything is riveted finally into place.
Course the final
riveting of all the fusalage/canopy parts is starting to look like the
proverbial chickn and egg problem, who goes first and after that what
order on everyboy else....

2005-05-14-rv7Decided it's finally time to rivet some of the parts for the on the
fusalage before going any further on the canopy. Riveting the to top
rail pieces turned out to be easy, but, I'll need to make a bucking
bar(s) to set the rivets that go through the main longeron. Started
fitting the air vents to the fusalage, I'll seal these in place and
rivet them.

2005-05-15-rv7machined a simple bucking bar to get under the main longeron and set the
rivets. Other than this bar I only needed some simple 1/4 inch inch
think tool steel bars for bucking bars to get at a couple of the more
cramped space locations.
At this juncture we are doing finishing
details to get ready to rivet the top skin on. I have decided I want
the top skin buttoned up before finishing the canopy as I found (with
the gas struts) the canopy position can be move slightly when just the
cleco's are used.

2005-05-16-rv7We got most of the forward top skin riveted tonight. The firewall was
the trivial part with the aligator squezer. The rest of it was fun with
Phil on his back on top of the main bulkhead for the wing mainspar with
my legs draped over the side, my head under the skin and my one arm
curled over the other side so I get some leverage to hold the bucking
bar under the skin while Cathy ran the rivet gun from above.
Wasn't
really that bad of a Harry Houdini session as I had feared but we called
it a nigth and we'll finish the outboard rivets on the left side
tomorrow....assuming my neck doesn't turn to rubber tomorrow....
The photo a few days ago showing a pile of wiring and circuit boards was
the inards of a logitech extreme 3d pro joy stick. I'm looking into the
feasability of using it to track the position of the elevator, rudder,
aileron, and flaps, plus stick hat switches.
I also picked up a
breadboard at radio shack so I can start running some tests on the
analog device's rate sensor I picked up a while back.

2005-05-17-rv7We got most of the forward top skin riveted tonight. The firewall was
the trivial part with the aligator squezer. The rest of it was fun with
Phil on his back on top of the main bulkhead for the wing mainspar with
my legs draped over the side, my head under the skin and my one arm
curled over the other side so I get some leverage to hold the bucking
bar under the skin while Cathy ran the rivet gun from above.
Wasn't
really that bad of a Harry Houdini session as I had feared but we called
it a nigth and we'll finish the outboard rivets on the left side
tomorrow....assuming my neck doesn't turn to rubber tomorrow....
The photo a few days ago showing a pile of wiring and circuit boards was
the inards of a logitech extreme 3d pro joy stick. I'm looking into the
feasability of using it to track the position of the elevator, rudder,
aileron, and flaps, plus stick hat switches.
I also picked up a
breadboard at radio shack so I can start running some tests on the
analog device's rate sensor I picked up a while back.

2005-05-19-rv7Last thursday was the last day I worked on the plane. I'm slowly
working off the odd rivet here and there, and have a tray of parts to do
the final prepping on for priming and installation. I'm planning on
making a pattarn from the top skin of the canopy frame to see if I can
make a metal fairing for the front of the canopy instead of the usual
fiberglass lay-up.
It's firewood season now that the logger finished taking some pines off
the property.
I skidded some logs up to the front of the house for
chain sawing into fire wood. It's definitely black fly season!
I've
also been stuck under the Elantra for the last couple of days putting a
new clutch in. Man do I hate the smell of Hypoid gear oil!

2005-05-24-rv7After some epic battles with cars (like a clutch in our elantra station
wagon), I was able to start on fitting the extra seat belt harness
location between the legs. Something tells me this job would have been
easier before putting the fusalage skins on. I had lots of fun with the
elantra to.....seems as thou a 2000 elantra's clutch works backassward
of the usual fork press on the throughout bearing which presses on the
pressure plate. OH NO those sneaky korean engineers had to come up with
a clutch where you pull on the pressure plate with the fork/throwout
bearing! &*@#$^^ which means you can pull like all heck and nothing is
coming apart until you do the magic truck of removing the slave cylinder
actuator arm so the fork can over-travel and disengage said transaxle
from said engine.

2005-05-25-rv7-

Besides drilling some more harness brackets in place using my right
angle attachment to my dremel tool I cooked up a little test jig to
see how accurate logitech joystick controllers are.
My micro
steppers for the mill divide 360 degrees into 2000
steps....so...since I do not have an indexing head I hooked a 150Kohm
pot to the saddle's stepper motor and moved my regular computer out
the garage read the joystick output data. The joystick reports
motion scaled on the interval from 0 to 1 with one axis being -1 to
1.
My readings showed the controller outputing on the 0 to 1
interval with 0.01 being the minimum increment. Now the bad news.
With an external resister alligator clipped to the circuit the noise
is in the range of 0.03 and seems to drift up and down over time
making my suspicios of (a) noisy device and (b) something funny going
on in the chip's a/d sampling. The tiny pots native to the
controller seem to work on 0.01 increments by and large without the
noise.
Even with the noise the accuracy is probably more than
enough to use to track actual control surface positioning such as the
flap.

2005-05-26-rv7-

Working
for the
affair.
working
I still

on build up of a set of pattarns to make up a metal fairing
front to the canopy bubble. This will be a two piece
I'll try anything at least once to minimize my exposure to
with fiberglass....I used to machine the stuff years ago and
remember itching!

2005-05-27-rv7Deburred dimpled and primed the rest of my small parts and the parts for
the canopy. This is probably the last time I will need the big c-frame
press to dimple the sheet metal for riveting.

2005-05-28-rv7The skin that wraps around the rear window has always impressed me as
begging for a hanger rash accident in the making. So we were quite
pleased to finally get to rivet it on. Boys is it cramped in there, but
not as bad as I thought. I make up a plywood panel to lay on on Cathy
ran the gun and did the bucking bar chores.

2005-05-29-rv7-

Boy that alligator squezer we bought at Oshkosh two years ago sure
comes in handy sometimes. You have to rivet the skin on first (i.e.
the day before) before you can set some of the bulkhead rivets or you
will find yourself in a riveter's trap. With the skin on it was time
to go back inside the tunnel and get the last couple of 1/8 rivets
that had to be set.

2005-05-30-rv7Finishing up some of the misc. details laying around for the cockpit.
This shot shows off the L..O..N..G.. reach yoke we picked up last summer
at Oshkosh to finish some of those hard to reach spots.

2005-05-31-rv7I've tried sanding edges but I have finally settled on the draw knife
method to remove nicks and grinding marks.
The trick is to ALWAYS use
a negative rake angle ....you want to take marks out of the edge not put
them in.... The Bowie here was homegrown from a leaf spring....

2005-06-01-rv7Doing some work on pattarn development. I've been playing around with
aluminum flashing to work out fabrication and fastening options. This
is going to kill a lot of surface area of some aluminum sheet(s)
eventually so I'd really like to get this right the first time. The
idea is to wrap the upper piece accross the plexiglass and with the tabs
bent up to intersect the canopy frame's skin....then put a cap over the
combination to rivet the assembly to the canopy frame/skin and then bolt
the canopy to the skirt. Cathys says this is like the pattarn work to
make a shirt collar....

2005-06-02-rv7If I was a master at metal forming arts I would make the front canopy
skirt in one piece.....since I'm not I going for the two-piece approach
using a pair of "flat" pattarns to develop the skirt. The upper pattern
is for the piece to wrap around the canopy and the second is for the tie
down piece which wraps accross the canopy frame skin. The upper pattarn
requires a blank about 54 inches in width and the lower one requires
about 48 inches.

2005-06-03-rv7NC drilled the rivet hole pattarn in the side skirts and fitted them to
canopy frame. CNC drilling the hole pattarns looks a whole lot better
then my battling with a wondering drill point with a hand laid out
pattarn. I found particularly with drilling that cleco's and the
occasional extra clamp is all that's needed hold the sheet metal against
a piece of wood. What I did here was drill a series of 10 holes and
then move the piece on the jig and rerun the program to extend the
pattarn....do that a couple times and you have nice evenly space holes.

2005-06-05-rv7Used my new pop rivet gun to start installing the center seat belt
attachment point. I kept removing a little metal here and a little
metal there on my old pop rivet gun then ...argh....dropped it and
disintegrated the nose piece....

2005-06-06-rv7Finished the last pop rivet details on the center harness anchor this
morning. Here's a shot of the the cockpit with all the sheet metal etc.
in place. Shortly after taking the shot I also put in the vents and
piping. I've been itching to move on to get the wheels done to be able
to kick the fusalage out of the house for the summer. The nose wheel
and nose wheel assembly worked out pretty straight forward
but....there's always a but....the main gear stumped me. There are a
couple of fastener details to the main gear's tubes on the nozzle I need
to figure out before I can for sure split the rims insert the tube and
inflate the tires. The plans for the disk brakes on the mains are a tad
sketchy also so it's going to take a bit to get the order of assembly
down pat.
On the avionics front I ordered a gps unit that I can read
through a USB port the other day and may have a source for an
experimental six axis attitude sensor system.
The gps unit is sold by
the same outfit that pretty much tracks all the big rigs you see on the
highway these days.

2005-06-07-rv7Finished mounting the main tires to the rims and assembling everything
onto the main gear legs this afternoon, but not before an interesting
and productive diversion. Dino Vlahakis called to let me know of a BBQ
for retired airline pilots at Plymouth airport and suggested I come over
to look at some of the RV's.
I finally got a chance to see the RV-9 I
spotted back in May without the canopy covered so I could check out the
interesting approach the builder (Malcomb Brawm of Hebron NH) used to
secure the windscreen. Normally the front edge of the canopy on RVs are
fiberglassed to the fusalage. This RV-9 uses a sheet metal skirt to do
the same thing, only with this method you can remove the canopy (for
painting).
Malcomb was very helpful to talk to about how he fabricated
the windscreen skirt. The shot of the Stearman is Dino's plane on
departure from Plymouth. I couldn't see worth beans on the digital
camera display because of the glare and took the shot anyway.
The
young moose are moving around now and it was a real treat on the drive
home to get the shot of the young bull moose. I don't think he'll fit
on the tail as a mascot....

2005-06-08-rv7Pumped up with the knowledge it can be done courtesy of the rv-9
yesterday I proceeded to work out the kinks (literally) in forming a
front skirt molding for the canopy using aluminum roofing flashing as a
test media. I figure flashing has to be at least strain hardened to a
half hard state to begin with as the stuff doesn't form worth beans.
Still with a lot of patience you can do it....it came out so well I went
ahead and ordered some -O temper annealed aluminum sheet from airparts
to take a crack at the real thing.

2005-06-10-rv7Man has Canaan been getting hammered by thunderstorms the last couple
days. Closed route 118 with a washout. We've been pestering the town
for a couple years to fix the culvert and thank goodness they finally
put in a new 2 footer to replace the ancient (collapsed) stone
culvert.
Meanwhile back at the ranch...finishing firewall and canopy
details. The side skirts and canopy latch fingers are ready for
priming. If my gps unit gets hear I can see if I can run some software
tests: Course without a laptop it's going to look pretty funny to lug
the workstation out to the station wagon. If I can mooch an
oscilliascope somewhere I'll also take a whack at testing my analog
devices gyro.
The Dallas Texas based robotics group's website at
http://www.dprg.org has an interesting page on circuit board for use in
a two wheeled standing robot and links to expresspcb an internet based
prototype board fab shop. Was looking at patent number 6,671,648 on the
USPTO's website on gyros which gives an interesting background on just
how many types of gyro's there are. I might put a little summary doc
together after I do a little more background vacuuming of sources.

2005-06-11-rv7Saturday and Sunday finished up some misc. firewal details like making
the hole big enough through the firewall so you get the bolt into the
engine mounte weldment which holds the front gear leg on. Deburring
stainless takes a real effort.

2005-06-12-rv7-

2005-06-14-rv7Couple days back the 2024-0 sheet arrived.
form, then drill the skirts into place....

So today it was time to

Here's a three photo synopsis of the sequence of forming and fitting
the skirts. You basically set the flange with the notched oak stick,
wipe the bend to fit the cross section with your fist "ironing" the
sheet over the bend in the fusalage. The ironing takes some of the
flange angle out, but not all of it. So you trial fit the piece, then
do a little more with the oak stick, iron the piece etc. until you get
the fit right. After that I trimmed the left and right ends to but up
against the canopy frame sheet metal.

With the skirts formed and fitted it's time to lay out the holes and

drill them, this is still a work in progress in stages as there is
some issues with a couple areas as to how to interface with some of
the other structures that make up the canopy frame. This is going to
be a riveter's nightmare on final assembly to try and avoid having to
use blind rivets.

2005-06-16-rv7Finished drilling the front skirt(s) to the canopy frame, took a little
bit to work out some details to zig-zag around some structures.
Came
up with a simple gauge to check for clearance for a screw to secure the
canopy to the front skirt. Once the hole locations were worked out it
was time to take everything back apart to drill pilot holes in the
skirts, then put it all back together to drill the pilot holes through
the canopy.
Now it's take it all apart once again for the final
drilling to size and countersinking on the canopy etc. then we'll be
ready for final assembly of the parts. Kind of neat to be able to bolt
the canopy on and then be able to take it back apart again, hopefully
this will pay dividends when it come time to paint the plane.

2005-06-17-rv7Prepping parts and planning out the riveting for the canopy....

2005-06-18-rv7Finally worked out the sequence for riveting the final assembly, (I
hope), it is kind of tricky as I am trying to flush rivet the forward
canopy skirts and the riveting of the braces inside the assembly makes
for a sort of dock and dingey problem...

2005-06-19-rv7Finally some sunshine. Took advantage of it by priming some canopy
parts for final assembly.

2005-06-20-rv7Finally, after months of various details it was time to rivet the canopy
frame. It turned out the key to riveting the skirts and skin in place
(with the underlying stiffeners) was to rivet the skin/stiffeners on the
outboard edges first, then rivet the skirt on and then rivet the center
stiffener in place. To make this sequence work I machined up a modified
version of the bucking bar I worked out helping Brian on his 7A. What I
needed was a larger "foot" to fit under the stiffener to buck the rivets
on the outboard sides of the skin. When the dust settled I was still
four rivet's short of having them all installed. (I need to make a bar
from scratch with a longer "foot" to buck the last four rivets.)
Van's aircraft should really consider providing a little more
information on the option of making a metal skirt instead of the
fiberglass layup method of attaching the front of the canopy. It really
isn't all that hard (just tedious) to make those front skirts using
essentially just a stick of oak with a slot cut it in. It may be the
old fashioned way of hand forming aluminum parts, but it works!.
When
I worked at Connor Engineering in Danbury Ct in the 70's there was an
old timer in the prototype shop who would tell stories of his early days
making aircraft parts for Chance Vought et al. When he started out he
was shown a bucket of mallets, a sand bag, and a sheet of aluminum with
the announcement: Sonny I'm going to show you how to make an engine
cowling.....may be slow but hand forming parts still works.
If you
look at the air inlets on the leading edge of EAA's Aluminum Overcast
B17 you can see they are hand formed.
In any event, I sure had fun
working out how to make those skirts and I would recomend anyone
building an RV at least consider the alternative to the fibeglass layup
method.
Think of it as a stress reducer....or producer....depending on
your disposition...
Thanks to Dino for getting my
their BBQ so I could talk the
front canop skirts. It was a
actually done it and get some

the invite to Plymouth Airport to crash
builder of the RV-9 which had aluminum
real boost to talk to someone who had
insights into how to do it.

2005-06-21-rv7Put some finishing touches on the canopy plexiglass to countersink the
holes and draw-knife the edges to get rid of any stress-riser
scratches.
I tested out installing the canopy with Cathy and we got
screws and nuts finger tight in practically all the holes.
Got a call
from the post office about 4 O'clock to see if I wanted to pick up an
express package that had come in late which turned out to be the
gps/usb board combo I ordered from Sparkfun Electronincs. Cute little
unit....but...turns out the USB chip maker has been playing games on
releasing driver information..a very bad start.
Looks like we are in
for a little fall in the ol' black hole session chasing communication
protocols.
Looks like I am about to get imersed in the trials and
tribulations of linux usb interfacing. (libusb)
After burning through
the afternoon and all evening I was able to verify the kernal sees the
device and knows who it is. Now I need to figure out how to get the
bulk transfer protocol to work and burrow through the gps chip's
documentation.
This ought to kill a solid two weeks.... Honeywell
sent me an email saying they shipped the chipset for the digital compass.

2005-06-22-rv7-

How big is a black hole? Pretty darn small..... This is the gps unit I got from
SparkFun electronics. I'm not knocking them....but... the Silicon Lab's outfit
out of Austin Texas that makes that little tiny black chip....grr...Seems as though
they are committed to playing hide the ball on device drivers. I finally verified
the device was working with a gps diagnostic tool downloaded from the gps unit
manufacturer running binary drivers for windows (rebooted to a legacy windows 98
box for this type of problem). So...we know the chips and the board are
working....but getting the communications to work accross the last 1/4 inch from
the USB connector to the gps unit in the silver box....a proverbial black hole.
Silicon Labs has release source code for a linux driver for 2.4 kernals (I'm
running a 2.6 kernal) but some @(*&#$@@$&BOZO! thought he would be cute by chopping
the source file into single token bits and be a real wise guy and convert all the
identifiers to variations of "O0100101010101" type strings make the file
gibberish. I wouldn't care if it compiled but it don't....
On the bright side, I've been able to use some tools to interrogate the little
rascal to get it to identify it's usb-2 parameters. Now if I can get the bulkread
function to work I may be able to get the gps unit's output stream....
Still, it's a cute little rascal, kind of funny how the antenna is bigger than the
actual gps unit. And the power for the whole shibang comes off the usb cable.
Oh well, at least I now know the front steps of the house are more or less located
at 72.06864 degrees West and 43.71213 degrees North at an elevation about 335
meters above mean sea level.

2005-06-26-rv7Cathy wasn't available when it came time to take the canopy off
with a simple solution to hold the nuts on the inside under the
windscreen while I removed the screws. It really is nice to be
plexiglass back off the plane. This should be a real advantage
to paint everything.

....so....I came up
front of the
able to take the
when it comes time

2005-06-27-rv7Cathy wasn't available when it came time to take the canopy off
with a simple solution to hold the nuts on the inside under the
windscreen while I removed the screws. It really is nice to be
plexiglass back off the plane. This should be a real advantage
to paint everything.

....so....I came up
front of the
able to take the
when it comes time

2005-06-29-rv7Made up a test rig to evaluate the z axis magnetometer from Honneywell. I got
three sets of 3-axis magnetometer chips for building a tilt compensated compass.
The chips are all micro tiny surface mount chips with the largest one being the zaxis magnetometer. I have to fabricate a circuit board to mount the other chips
just to test them so they are going to sit for awhile. The magnetometer signal is
a small (millivolt) range signal indicating the magnetic field. I finally started
to get the hang out of mapping the signal when I had a slight misunderstanding of
the proper method to cycle the reset pin....over amp'd it....and zap...adious.
Lesson learned the hard way. Good thing Honneywell sells those chips on a minimum
order quantity of 3.

